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1. Presentation 
Fallprotec has developed a range of quality harnesses and accessories to meet the latest 
requirements for this highly evolutionary market.  
 
The Fallprotec's patent, number EP05109762.4, covers the entire range of our harnesses. The 
innovation covers the distributions of forces on the body in the event of fall which protects sensitive 
areas of the body. 
 

2. Risks associated with the use of harnesses 
The essential characteristics of using harnesses come into play after a fall when a person is left 
suspending in their harness for more than a few minutes. This can result in a critical medical 
emergency, requiring the fastest possible release of the person in a maximum of 6 minutes. After 
release the victim must be immediately treated to avoid any risk of cardiovascular problems.  
 
The consequences of delayed harness release have been studied by a number of medical teams, in 
particular in the USA, Canada, Austria and France. See the web site www.suspensiontrauma.info for 
additional information. In view of the major risks associated with delayed harness release, it is 
essential that you inform your customers of this risk. In Europe this risk is considered the cause of 
several deaths each year. 
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2.1. Risks associated with the use of low-
quality harnesses 

A well-known type of harness is shown in¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., and is 
characterized by a ‘Figure Eight’ format for the textile straps. This type of harness presents two main 
risks when the person is suspended after a fall:  

- The harness becomes uncomfortable very quickly. 
- Due to the angle between the thigh straps of some 65°, as shown in figure 2, these straps 

tend to slip upwards on the thighs because of the relatively wide angle between the two 
straps. 

 
This can place major pressure on the thigh (femoral) arteries. In addition, the user can be confused 
with the various harness elements when putting it on this type of harness. 
 

   
Fig. 1 ‘Figure eight’ harness  Fig. 2 ‘Figure eight’ harness on user 
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2.2. Reduction of risk with the Fallprotec 
harness 

The objective of the research concerning the Prolight and Urban harnesses is to develop and 
improved type of fall arrest harness : 
 

- The harness has a sternal anchor point which is particularly effective in limiting the negative 
effects of suspension trauma in the event of a fall. 

- The back anchor point must only be used for rescuing the person after a fall.  
- In suspension the user will not suffer any high compression forces on the body’s sensitive 

parts. 
- In the event of a fall, the compression forces are transferred to less sensitive  areas – the 

buttocks. This is achieved by means of links between the back and buttock straps. As shown 
in Figure 5, when the user is suspended in the harness, the lower straps pass under the 
buttock which are subject to compression forces.  

- Note that the angle between the two lower straps is relatively closed. The structural 
arrangement of the harness creates a different load sharing between the posterior and 
anterior 

- The straps under the seat are widened and padded. 
- A triangular-shaped splash plate holds the two backstraps in place and supports the rear 

and side areas. 
- The splash plate holds the harness in shape and helps the user to understand and to put on 

the harness. 
 

   
Fig. 3 Fallprotec harness    Fig. 4 Fallprotec harness 
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3. Prolight harness 
Full body harness light and comfortable. 
 
The ‘Prolight’ harness offeres the following advantages:  
 

- Comfortable in the event of fall  
- Great freedom of movement  
- Light weight – only 750 gr. for the size L  
- Easy and quick put on.  The straps cannot be mixed up and entangled, while fixing is by two 

automatic buckles.  
- Two points of anchoring of class "A" - a dorsal and a sternal.  
- Can be used occasionally in suspension.  
- Four sizes - M-L-XL-XXL 
- Approval - APAVE Number 0082/244/160/02/06/0048 

 

 
Fig. 5 Prolight harness  
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4. Urban harness 
The Urban harness has been developed for work in a suspended chair and for in a restraining 
positioning belt. Work on vertical structures (facades of high-rise buildings, pylons etc.) can be carried 
out in an effective and comfortable way if the person sits on a suspended chair with a chest/back 
support. The Urban harness offers all the advantages of the Prolight harness and: 

- Adapted to work on a suspended chair 
- Chest support when the person is sitting on the chair thanks to a sternal strap, avoiding 

uncomfortable and painful abdominal pressures. 
- When used in conjunction with a descender, the anchorage of the harness is carefully 

placed at the level of the sternum  
- The chair is attached to the harness by two side-adjustable straps.  
- The belt is integrated into the back rest. 
- Approval - APAVE Number 0082/244/160/02/06/0049 

 
Fig. 6 Urban harness 
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Fig. 7 Urban harness and aerial chair 
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5. Suspended chair ‘Aerial’ 
The suspended chair ‘Aerial’ has been especially designed for use in combination with the Urban 
harness.  

- The Chair is made out of laminated and formed wooden components  
- The points of attachment of the chair avoid compression of the body of the wearer. 
- Fixing to the harness is by two adjustable straps 
- The weight of the harness is only 0,5 Kg 
- Good side and chest support are ensured thanks to the sternale, or backstrap of the Urban 

harness  
- Two tool holders are provided on the side of the harness 

 

 
Fig. 8 Suspended chair 
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6. Tempo harness 
The Tempo harness was developed for those who use a fall arrest harness occasionally, but without 
sacrificing its comfort and ease-of- use. The Tempo harness also benefits from the advantages 
developed under our patent EP05109762.4 
 

- Comfortable in the event of fall  
- Great freedom of movement  
- Light weight – only 450 gr. for the size L  
- Easy and rapid to be put on, with straps that cannot be mixed up or entangled, while fixing 

is by two quick buckles.  
- Two point anchoring of class "A" – both dorsal and sternal.  
- Two tool holders 
- Three sizes - M-L-XL  
- Approval - APAVE Number 0082/244/160/02/06/0048 

 

 
Fig. 9 Tempo Harness  
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7. The absorber lanyard is both single and 
double 

The lanyards are made out of static semi-static rope of 11 mm provided with an absorber that can tear. 
The lanyards are available in lengths 2 meters, and with connectors of various dimensions. 

- The lanyards are made out of static semi-static rope of 11 mm provided with an absorber that 
can tear.  

- Single or double lanyards 
- Total length 1 ou 2 m 
- Stiched terminations with plastic eyelets 
- Karabiners in steel or aluminium with opening between 20 and 50 mm. 
- Tested according to EN 355, CE certificate N° 0082/244/160/04/07/0158. 

 
Fig. 10 Lanyard single and double with energy absorber 


